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EPMA General Assembly meeting in Lausanne – 15 June 2017
Thanks to our host, Loterie Romande!
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A journey through 10 years of EPMA activities and events was published in June 2017.
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Foreword
Dear Friends,
I took over the responsibility to lead EPMA when Xavier Hurstel announced he will leave the
PMU last November. At that time, EPMA has just turned 10 and has launched three ambitious
projects, the feasibility study of a Global Bet, the creation of a world Tote Association and the
10th edition of the Racing & Betting Forum.
Since November, I have tried to support the EPMA ideas, our projects and our general
delegate in Brussels.
At the same time, I have experienced that a lot of our members are challenged on their own
home ground and there are limited resources for our common project. At least in the same
time frame.
I understand this very well, but at the same time I am convinced that our common future is
shaped today.
Now that we are on the doorstep of EPMA second decade, the challenge is how we can create
common realistic goals and progress plans. In this respect we have to ask ourselves: Have we
been a little over ambitious? How can we reach our goals on the Global bet project? Can we be a cofounder of a World Tote organization?
One thing is for sure, if we still want all this to happen, we need involvement from all our
members.
The global context is becoming very difficult for many of us, legal reforms with the opening of
markets, tremendous transformation needed to avoid money laundering and addiction issues.
Our teams are mobilized and rushed by technical and legal changes. Nevertheless, I believe
that because of the pressure, the discussions and common projects inside EPMA are needed
even more.
Since 2012, EPMA has worked hard to federate Totes worldwide, to create good conditions
for working together, to promote common goals and useful exchange.
I am sure that after some time at the feeder road, we can move forward on the highway to
prepare EPMA for the next decade. I believe in the importance and future of all three ongoing
projects although the way to reach achievements could be reviewed.
A worldwide tool could improve coordination, a strong voice will make our commitment
visible, financing horseracing as well as many equine activities and welfare issues, implementing
responsible gaming tools and measures, protecting integrity of the sport and the game.
Let’s prepare EPMA for the next decade together!

Harald Dørum
EPMA Chairman
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EPMA at a turning point
Last December, the EU Commission has stopped putting pressure on governments to modify
their national gambling legislation by dropping all legal cases. Those legal cases were precisely
the starting point to launch the creation of EPMA 10 years ago.
Today, we can see the pressure coming from national governments on money laundering, on
responsible gaming and therefore the financing of good causes and horseracing is also under
great pressure. EPMA remains essential to keep us together. There are many common issues
that can be better achieve together.

Global Bet needs further support
The Statement for the Global Bet was agreed in September 2016:
The Global Bet shall attract the interest of existing and new fans of Horse Racing and Betting,
and through this, it shall ensure the future of the Horse Racing industry in competitive markets.
Description: Build a profitable bet to bring punters and Tote Operators together once a week

4 bet-types are now ready to be tested on punters for a national survey (qualitative study) to
obtain the opinion of usual and potential customers on these proposals.
If positive findings, the next step is to start working inside sub-groups on a racing calendar, a
Tote solution, common legal and financial rules.
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The agenda could be as follows:

The EPMA General Assembly in May 2018 will discuss the next steps.

 For the benefit of the Horse Racing and Betting industry worldwide, EPMA plans to create
a Global Bet
 The Global Bet project could launch a qualitative study on 4 new bet types
 The way to drive and finance the Global Bet study is under discussion
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Find stronger coherence under a unique World Tote
Association
International Betting and Racing is increasing, therefore a common structure to create
common rules is a necessity. An International structure will serve the interest of all at the best
level:
 Work towards a common language - Technical Protocol
 Adopt common Standards – Responsible Gaming
 Exercise a common Control - Professional Players, Anti-Money laundering

Paul Cross, General Manager International Business Development of TABCORP was elected
as the new Chair of AATA in May 2017 for a period of 3 years. He looked positively at a
common discussion to create an International structure and the proposal of a Joint conference
such as the Forum in Paris.
EPMA and AATA Board members agreed to discuss a common strategy, topics and future
structure as well as a possible joint event in 2018.
28 September 2017 in Paris – EPMA/AATA Joint Board meeting
EPMA and AATA Board members defined a roadmap, objectives of cooperation between both
structures Participants agreed to work on a World Tote structure keeping Regional
Associations. Perimeter of work and governance issues as well as a budget proposal are
prepared and presented in the beginning of 2018. The aim is to share long term solutions,
exchange on best practices and agree on standards inside a wider membership.
6 February 2018 in London – EPMA/AATA have discussed common topics
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AATA members met in Seoul on 15th May 2018 to discuss the feasibility of the
International structure. They also agreed to work on improvement of technical protocol and
exchanges best practices regarding anti-money laundering, AML, procedures.

 A worldwide tool such as a World Tote Association could be a solution for better
coordination, a stronger voice to make our commitment visible.
 Contribution scheme and budget is under discussion
 Racing & Betting Forum 2018 will be co-organised by both Associations
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EPMA prepares for the next decade
EPMA must prepare the next decade in a totally different legal and economic context. As
already referred to in the previous chapter, EU Commission, last December, dropped all cases
of gambling infringement brought against EU member states. The decision suspends actions
against the EU members accused of violating Article 56 of the Treaty: Belgium, Cyprus, the
Czech Republic, Greece, Lithuania, the Netherlands, Poland, Romania and Sweden.
Some of these cases had started in 2007 when the EU Commissioner contested gambling
market monopolies.
Doing this the EU Commission finally recognises the autonomy of governments to conduct
their national gambling policy.
The decision doesn’t mean more stability and is, for sure, not stopping illegal gambling.
At the same time, on 4 December, the Denmark decision on State Aid to Racing confirmed
that the EU Commission accepts the possibility to finance the horseracing industry.
There have been five decisions of the European Commission over the past five years upholding
the statutory funding of horseracing. After France and UK, EU reaffirms that it is essential for
the improvement of horse breeding and horseracing without giving rise to undue distortions
of competition. Such possibility could be implemented in more countries.
The legal context is therefore different. Gambling legislation varies from one country to
another but operators must comply to common rules to avoid money laundering and protect
consumers. Rules to protect consumers are stricter than ever, illegal betting more present.

Concentrate on Responsible Gaming, more important than
ever
7th February 2018 in London - EPMA organised a very instructive meeting on Responsible
Gaming issues where 15 members representing 9 Tote operators questioned experts on
behavioural tools and Corporate Social Responsibility, in order to improve the knowledge and
protection of their customers.
Henrik Nordal from the Norwegian Gambling Commission, insisted on the registration of
100% of gaming customers, a prerequisite for an efficient Responsible Gaming policy at national
level. Carl Fredrik Stenstrom from Rikstoto detailed the strategy of the company regarding
the registration of customers.
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Laura Da Silva Gomes, director of Silverfish, a company that specialises in Corporate Social
Responsibility, Sports Integrity and Responsible Gaming, presented simple messages and tools
to help gaming companies address and improve their impact on society and grow their business
in a different way.

Michael Auer, Director at Neccton and specialized in cognitive behavioural tracking, explained
how mentor, a player tracking and feedback solution platform, already working on 8 sites, can
improve the relationship with customers. Carl Fredrik Stenstrom demonstrated how Rikstoto,
Horse betting operator in Norway, has set up the registration and self-limitation policy of the
majority of its customers in only 6 months.

Simo Dragicevic, founder and CEO of BetBuddy, a Playtech company, has developed a
consumer protection platform that helps gaming operators to better understand and manage
customer beha

 EPMA members could share more experiences on how to consider Responsible Gaming
procedures as opportunities and less as constraints.
 EPMA members raised the idea to create a Security/Risk Management working group to
discuss the implementation of money laundering measures
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Communicate on Legal/illegal as the frontier becomes
blurred
18 November 2017 - Norsk Rikstoto Legal Seminar in Oslo
Norwegian Horse Betting operator gathered racing and academics representatives to
exchange on illegal betting and integrity issues. Jan Petter Sissener, Chairman and Harald
Dorum, CEO of Rikstoto reaffirmed their engagement to the integrity of sport (neutrality and
transparency of the Tote betting system) and responsibility to protect customers (100%
registration and monitoring) and obligation to finance the horse industry (16500 people
employed in Norway). As acting Chairman of EPMA, Harald Dorum detailed the work done
inside EPMA to reach responsible gaming standards as well as security standards to combat
fraud and fixing.
Laurent Vidal, professor in Sorbonne university and specialist of sport law insisted on the
benefit to exchange information between regulators to fight against illegal betting (still
representing 80% of the betting market). Atle Hamar, CEO of the Norwegian Gaming
Authority improves the fight against illegal betting (€ 135 million in NO) with an efficient
payment blocking system and the improved analysis of transactions. Sven Erik Lauvas, MP in
Norwegian Parliament and chair of the Horseracing Intergroup supports the idea to organise
a conference on illegal betting with his colleague MPs from different Nordic Parliament.

The Macolin Convention of the Council of Europe against the manipulation of sport results is
open to the signature of governments to enter into force.
The convention aims to facilitate national co-ordination and international co-operation against
the threat of the manipulation of sports competitions, whether this is linked to criminal activity
or to sports betting, to establish a set of standards and measures at international level to be
implemented by public authorities, sports organisations and betting operators in order to
prevent and combat manipulations of sports competitions, to set up an international
framework for the monitoring of these measures.
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The Council of Europe prepares the 3rd International Conference to promote the
implementation of the Conference on 24 and 25 September 2018.
Sport Intergroup in the European Parliament will meet on 5 June in Brussels on this topic.
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Make more visible our link with the Equine industry
We are witnessing a change of perception between man and animals. The urban society is
looking more closely at welfare issues, including doping and retraining. Such improvements
must be at the centre of concerns for racing authorities.
It was on the agenda of IFHA and UET meetings in 2017 and 2018 and Racing structures all
over Europe must work towards best practices.
Financing the second life and end of life of the race horses means proposing solutions (fund,
Insurance…)
The European Animal Welfare Platform has created an Equine sub-group to deliver guidance
documents at the end of 2018. EPMA inside the European Horse Network is following the
progress made and encourage Equine breeders and trainers to contribute.
The reform of the European Agriculture Policy is putting pressure on the Equine breeding
industry – in Bulgaria, Equines have been removed from the list of grazing animals with the
consequence that it will not be regarded as an agriculture activity and therefore be excluded
from subsidies, access to land, rural development programmes and lower taxation. Such
pressure exists in Belgium as well and it is only the beginning of the battle for land.
The European Horse Network works in Brussels on all these concerns in order to bring
forward solutions, tools and avoid the inclusion of horses in the companion animal category
EPMA and Racing Authorities must be associated in a Manifesto to make visible all activities to
politicians and decision makers.
Brexit consequences is also “painful topic” for thoroughbred and equestrian competition
horses in Britain, Ireland, France and beyond if the tripartite agreement (TPA), which has
allowed free movement of horses between the three major thoroughbred producers of
Europe since the 1960s, will disappear. The restrictions imposed on the UK will penalise Irish
and French interests, but also the other European nations having trading activities with the
UK. The 3 countries represent 87% of the Thoroughbred births.
Here are some meetings in which EPMA was present to drive positive messages on Equines
activities and horse racing.
13th July 2017 – European Horse Network Presidents’ meeting in Brussels
18 members of the Network representing all horses’ activities attended the meeting (13
representatives with a Chair position.)
Main reasons to organise such a brainstorming meeting:



To help each other when are needed information, feedback, technical knowledge,
need to escape from the self-segregation or social grouping phenomenon in which we address
only ourselves/ the horse known community.
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Collect experiences and initiatives from members on education and communication

EHN participants agreed to:
 Build future communication on: Horse is the future, the only link that will remain for many
townspeople to rurality
 Prepare EHN budget for 2018 to become more professional and improve our advocacy
 Work on communication messages: Horses are the Future, Horses and Welfare
7th November 2017 - European Horse Network Annual Conference in the European
Parliament in Brussels

European Horse Network met the MEP Horse Group led by Jean Arthuis (French MEP) at the
European Parliament in Brussels to discuss the impact of Brexit on the horse industry. While
demonstrating the excellence of the European equine sector, Mr Arthuis wanted to highlight
the constraints and uncertainties related to Brexit which will impact the movement of horses,
employment, and agricultural funding.
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Belgian MEP Hilde Vautmans, who is also very involved in the group, showed the innovations
of European equestrian sport, green events for FEI, new educational concepts and attractive
popular events.

The conference was attended by more than 70 participants, MEPs, French parliamentarians,
agricultural attachés, officials of the European Commission and many representatives of the
equine sector.
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The return of the RBForum
It was important for the Tote operators to continue to organise the annual event in Paris to
showcase innovative projects and future trends.

Next Technology for Next Generation: The Future is Big!
Next Generation, give them a Voice!
 Opinion of young people on racing and horse betting (punters, journalists, racegoers, bloggers)
Next Technology, Big Bet using Big Data
 New bets development - Global Bet, In-Play horse betting
 world’s most dynamic racecourses – tracking future generation
Draft Programme (dated 15/05/2018)
1.30 pm - The Next Generation
Debate: The Voice given to young customers (under 30)
Race Goers, bloggers, punters, students, journalists
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Opinion on:






complexity of Racing,
Global Bet, mixed-bet,
vision and interpretation of racing,
racecourses attractivity
Bet directly from Facebook

2.15 pm - The Next Technology
Keynote - Artificial and Market Intelligence – Invite DataScientist/Expert in Artificial
Intelligence





In-Play Horse Betting? Possible?
Race Tracking, the next step?
Gamification, Is there a limit?
Pari Mutuel and Racecourses next innovations

5.00 pm – Innovation Awards




Invite start-ups
3 categories: Best Vision of racing/Best Technology/Best Communication, commercial
campaign
A follow-up of the best 4 from 2016

EPMA and AATA are co-organisers of the Racing & Betting Forum in 2018
Both structures are looking for sponsors
The dedicated web site should open the registration process on 4th June 2018
For its tenth edition, the Forum is to be located in a Parisian racecourse (Paris Longchamp
or Vincennes)
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EPMA General Assembly 2018 return to Stockholm
10 years after!
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